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Final Development Plan Statement to allow a non-illuminated exterior wall sign for ALL ‘R’ FRIENDS 
 
 On behalf of our client, we are requesting permission to install a sign on the exterior of the new 
ground up facility for ALL R FRIENDS located at 5950 Wilcox Place. This is the only sign as of now that will 
be installed to the outside of the building. Allowing this will make the buildings entrance easily 
identifiable to the public and the facilities staff and clients.   
  
 This sign will display ALL R FRIENDS traditional logo with “crayon scribble” design. It is to be 
installed to the exterior of the building located on the east elevation in the middle for max visibility 
placed 530 feet from the right of way. This sign abides by Dublin sign code for daycares falling slightly 
under 20 sg ft. and the logo being smaller than 20% of the whole sign.  With a total square footage of 
19.38, the sign is 30.94” high and 92.82” wide. The colors chosen are basic black (SW-2025) and white 
(SW-2429.)  
 
 We will use the flush stud mount method using threaded studs screwed into tapped holes per 
COSA standards to install the ½” flat cut acrylic logo and letters to the stone surface of the building. 
What that means is, a minimum of one connector per ten SF, but not less than four shall be used for 
each sign or sign component. For individual wall letters, a minimum of two connectors shall be used for 
each letter. Using a drilling template as their guide our install team will drill holes into the mounting 
surface, slightly larger than the stud diameter. Blow out holes, press letters with studs into holes and 
check for proper alignment. Then, adjust letters as needed by opening holes using a drill bit. Once letters 
are straight, the holes will be filled with silicone, epoxy, or mortar (based on size and weight.)  Studs will 
be coated with adhesives then pressed into holes. Finally, the letters will be taped to the mounting 
surface until dry.  
 
 
Thank you in advance for your consideration. 
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